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fiscal shocks
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fiscal solvency, and monetary policy 243, 268–9,
277
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see also present value budget constraint
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in NOEM framework 326–8
price level 255–6, 258
permanent 265–7
revenue 252

government demand, and investment 127
government spending, in Redux model 316, 325
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growth model 159, 165–6
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tradeoff 179–82
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tax rates 182–5, 186, 198

growth rate, role of fiscal policy 155–6
growth, early approaches

tradition models 542–3
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model, overlapping generations model

habit persistence model 425–6
hangover effect 95, 97
Hicksian accelerator 509, 510–15, 559
household consumption see consumption
Hubbard, Skinner, Zeldes framework, contrast

with Carroll 16–17
hurdle rate effect 95, 107
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self-control 26

implementation cycles 552
import prices, degree of pass-through 311–12
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investment installation costs 441
investment tax credit 66, 67
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removal 69, 121
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fixed costs 138–41
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financial constraints 87–93, 95
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impact at plant level 137–8
impact of risk 62–4
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non-price information 102
prior beliefs 103
risk 102
shocks 119–20, 132–5, 136
stochastic growth models 123–4, 125–46
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157

Knightian uncertainty xv, xxii
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487–9

consumption-leisure benefits 505
value function 488, 501, 502–5, 506, 507
welfare 505–6
see also Bellman equation

labour market
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sticky wages 454
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price stickiness 454
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law of one price 310, 311, 323
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Laws of Large Numbers xvi, xxii, xxiv
learning and investment xiv, 98–106
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fiscal policy 323–4
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437–9
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273, 348, 522

objective uncertainty 98, 104
openness, impact on monetary policy xx
option value 87, 91, 98, 104
out of sample prediction xxv
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and growth 189–91
response to monetary shocks 451, 452

overlapping generations model 543–6

partial irreversibility see irreversibility
participation constraint 358
perfect capital markets, and buffer stock model
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permanent income hypothesis 3

and Friedman 3, 5
perpetual youth model 270
persistence xxiii–xxiv, 451

growth implications 556–9
predator–prey model 518
price stickiness 452, 454

problem in macroeconomic data 510
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aggregation 553–4, 558, 559
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per-trade costs 371–3
plant level financial constraints 145
political risk xiv
precautionary savings 9, 18, 354–5, 367–9, 384,

399
predator–prey model (Goodwin) 509, 515–19,

559
present value budget constraint 245–6, 249,

251–2, 253, 254, 256–7, 260, 261, 263,
264, 277

present–future tradeoff models 27–9
price level see fiscal theory of the price level
price stability 213

core price level 234
debate on optimality 239–40
fixed prices 229–36
stabilisation policy 213, 214
wage stabilisation 217–18, 236–9
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producer currency pricing 309–10, 316, 319
endogeneity 313–15
fiscal policy 323–4
risk 324

productivity shock, impulse responses 289, 290
public expenditure, role of 186–94
purchasing power parity 315, 323

Q-theory of investment (Tobin) xiv, 34, 42–3,
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adjustment cost 43
fixed costs 123
general equilibrium framework 124
tax reforms 44, 67
time-to-build 77

rational belief equilibrium theory xxii
rational expectations equilibrium theory xxii
real business cycle models xxi, xxiii, 74

basic framework 521–2: with financial
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522–9
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habit persistence 541
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transmission mechanism 520
see also emerging markets, persistence

real options approach 45
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recessions, ‘cleansing effect’ 551
recurrent costs 371–3
Redux model 309–17, 324

fixed exchange rates 326
government spending

representative agent model (Ramsey) 542–3
Ricardian equivalence 245, 275, 326, 327, 328
risk aversion

premium 131
and prudence 9

robust control xv, xviii–xix
rule based approaches to monetary policy xiv
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Russian economic crisis 335, 397, 398
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saving patterns 21
Schumpeterian waves 551–2
shadow value of capital 41, 42, 43
Sharpe ratios
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406–13, 418–20, 422, 424–5, 428, 430,
431, 439–40, 443

habit persistence model 425–6
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137
demand 126–7
distribution of 213
irreversibility 125–6, 131
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persistence 144
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see also real business cycle models
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social security, in Hubbard, Skinner, Zeldes

model 16, 17
see also safety net

sovereign debt 346
Stability and Growth Pact 269
stabilization policy, assymetries 213
stationary cardinal utility function 349, 350
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Stein’s lemma 411–15
sticky prices xix–xx

currency denomination 309–15
DSGE models 453
NNS model 224–7

real wages 455
responses to monetary shocks 452
see also labour market matching

sticky wages xix–xx
in NNS model 224–7

stochastic dynamic programming approach
Carroll and Hubbard, Skinner, Zeldes models

18, 21
intertemporal consumption choice 21–9
research potential 30–1

subjective uncertainty 98, 101, 102, 104, 106
Sudden Stop phenomenon xx, 335–41, 364,

395–9
collateral constraints 343, 344
see also emerging markets

supply constraints, and business cycles 515
sustainable future consumption 27–9
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487

tax smoothing 268
Taylor rules xiv, xvii–xviii, xix, 280, 285,

318–19, 465
see also monetary policy rules

technical uncertainty 83–4
Tequila effect 335, 343
time-to-build 77–84, 520
timing 67–9

and welfare 169–73
see also monetary policy

transmission mechanism 520, 540
weakness 553

uncertainty
buffer stock models 12, 13
fiscal policy 66–9, 74
Hubbard, Skinner, Zeldes model 16
investment xiv, 35, 107–9
life cycle hypothesis 5
market equilibrium 60–2
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regime shifts 75–7
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welfare effects 310
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value function see labour income
value-at-risk collateralization 369, 397

wealth, buffer stock models 14–15, 18–19
welfare damaging inertias, in stabilization policy

xvii
welfare, effect of capital tax 169–73, 174–6

willingness to pay models see emerging markets
Wright Patman effect 457

yield curve
average slope 437, 443
consumption 406
real interest rates 435–7
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